ASSURED
SOLUTIONS

How can I make
my assets work
for me?

Electrical infrastructure is
vital to your organisation
but, with a business to run,
you don’t want to spend
your time thinking about
it. Managing electrical
assets in line with your
organisation’s objectives
is a specialist subject
that works best with a
long-term perspective.
You need to know when
to replace equipment to
optimise performance,
what technological
innovations you should
integrate, and how
and when to dispose of
obsolete equipment.

How we can help
We are experts in providing asset
management to clients with critical assets.
All the services you need to manage
your electrical network assets in a way
that optimises your network, such as
governance, conditions assessment and
maintenance, planning, compliance,
and documentation are part of what we
provide. We’ll manage all your infrastructure
challenges for you, so you can focus on
your core business. You’ll have access to
our specialist electrical engineers and other

What this means for you

industry experts. We provide warranty and
service level-based support, maintenance
of your systems, and 24-hour fault response
and repair, all year round.
We provide end-to-end integrated asset
management solutions, fully tailored
to your business needs. We’ll take care
of your network, from the design and
build phase, through to operation and
maintenance, so you can get on with
running your business.
We manage your electrical assets through
a series of systematic and coordinated

activities and practices. After analysing
your network, we will devise and deliver
an optimised asset management plan.
This includes asset inspections and
maintenance programmes, and asset
replacement programmes based on the
age and condition of your assets. Our
Electrical Protection System will safely
and quickly find and isolate faults on
your power distribution network, so we
can get the power on again quickly. This
is a service that we provide for airports,
railways, commercial buildings, and nuclear
installations across the UK.

With us managing
your critical energy
infrastructure assets,
you can concentrate on
running your business.

Expert, professional asset management
gives you a competitive advantage: better
operational performance, reduced energy
costs, a more sustainable business and a
more resilient network.

We will help you to make better strategic
investment decisions that will extend
asset life and increase performance, both
operational and commercial. You will have
full control and visibility of your network.

With us managing your critical energy
infrastructure assets, you can concentrate
on running your business, safe in the
knowledge that your electricity assets
are working for you as they should.

Also, as one of the largest users and
consumers of electrical infrastructure in
the UK, we’re able to leverage our buying
power, so our clients benefit from our
access to the most competitive prices
for equipment.

Contact details
To get in touch, please email
enquiries@ukpowernetworks.co.uk
Visit our website
ukpowernetworksservices.co.uk
or our LinkedIn page
UK Power Networks Services

